It’s Finally Fall!!
Customer & Friends,
Happy Fall! It’s time for everything Pumpkin! Stop on in for Pumpkin Lattes, White Chocolate Pumpkin Frappes, Pumpkin
Muffins...I am starting to sound like Forest Gump.
A lot going on at the shop. First Friday is Bierock Day, homemade Bierocks starting at 11 on Friday October 4th. Also, we have live
music on the 1st Saturday of every month, this month we have Jacob the super awesome guitar player. He will be playing from 10noon on Saturday. Stop in and grab a seat early, we usually fill up.
Monday, 10/7 We will be starting a new fall menu. We are super excited to bring back a very popular sandwich The Spicy Tom it’s
Turkey, Swiss, lettuce, tomato with cranberry jalapeno mayo on a toasted ciabatta roll. We will be keeping the most popular sandwiches like, Turkey Lurkey, Cattle Club, Grilled Cheese with Apples, Chipotle Turkey and Ham & Apple Panini. We are also bringing
in some new sandwiches like The Country Boy, roast beef, cheddar, bacon, red onion and BBQ sauce on sourdough or The Country
Girl which is the chicken version.
SOUPS!!!! We are finally starting soups with our new fall menu. Crystal and I had many discussions about how we were going to
handle soups. Should we have the same soup every Monday, every Tuesday, ect… or should we do a different soup every day? We
came up with the perfect compromise!! We are going to do the same soup each day of the week, then we will change every
month. So, for October:
Monday– Crystals Potato Soup

Tuesday– Tomato Basil

Wednesday– Ministrone

Thurs– Broccoli Cheese

Friday– 3 Bean Chili w/Cinn Rolls

Saturday– Cooks Choice

Then, in November, we will have a new rotation.
If you don’t have one already, ask for your Juli’s Reward Card. For every $50 you spend you get $5 on us! You can keep your rewards card on you or keep it in the file box at the shop. Every time you come in, give us your card and we’ll add up the points.
Also, Monday is double rewards day, they really add up then! Also, remember you get a free cookie when you pay with cash!
Thanks for all of your continued support!
Juli

October Super Coupon! 2 for $14
ANY 2 lunch items for $14
Cut this bad boy out and bring it in before 10/31/13,
you can use this every day if you want (go ahead, I dare you!!)
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